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the story of the film is set in the early 1950s. zubeidaa is the only daughter of filmmaker suleman seth (amrish puri). unknown to her father, zubeidaa acts in a film 'banjaran'. when her father learns of this, he forbids her from pursuing a film career and hastily arranges for her to marry
mehboob alam, the son of his childhood friend, without consulting zubeidaa. zubeidaa (2001) - torrent downloads download zubeidaa 2001 movie from torrent downloads selecting either torrent or magnet link and watch zubeidaa full movie on hd. genre adventure, biography, drama,

history, musical, romance imdb rating 6.2/10 (1332) description zubeidaa, an aspiring muslim actress, marries a hindu prince to become his second wife. her tumultuous relationship with her husband, and her inner demons lead her to a decision which has fatal consequences for them all.
duration 153 minutes secure links torrent zubeidaa with vpn stream zubeidaa with vpn quick links movie info torrent downloads keywords related alt titles mpaa: not available cast: farida jalal, amrish puri, rekha, shakti kapoor, harish patel, ravi jhankal, karisma kapoor, surekha sikri, rajit

kapoor, manoj bajpayee, s.m. zaheer, smriti mishra, parzan dastur, lillete dubey, seema bhargava genre: adventure, biography, drama, history, musical, romance date published: 2001-01-19 directors: shyam benegal language: hindi,urdu,rajasthani country: india imdb link: zubeidaa
benegal has taken utmost care in recreating the look of the bygone era and the effort is indeed praiseworthy. the story is conveyed through the eyes of characters who had interacted with zubeidaa in her lifetime and despite many flashbacks, the narrative holds your attention till the

conclusion of the saga.
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